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Time allowed : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 80

 SECTION - I (READING SKILL, VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR) 

 Q.1 (A) Read the following passage and do the activities : 10 marks

 A1. True or False    (2)
  State whether the following statements are true or false :
  (i) Gilson asked the writer to buy a tie of  red colour with an initial ‘G’ on it.
  (ii) The writer could not buy the tie on Sunday because he had no time.
  (iii) The  driver refused to  wait as parking was prohibited.
            (iv) The writer promised to double the fare.

  What Gilson  asked me to buy was, in fact, a little thing : a tie. But not just any tie. He wanted a tie with a small 
embroidered G. Any colour would do, as long as it had his initial. Look, this is a special flight, I explained. We 
are only staying Saturday through Tuesday. On the day we arrived I didn’t have time to think about the tie, but 
strolling around on Sunday. I did see ties bearing various letters in more than one shop window. They were 
cheap, just a dollar, but all the shops were closed.

  Frantic Search : On Monday, lunch lasted the whole afternoon. Then it was Tuesday morning, time to leave. It 
was only when I saw our airport bus waiting outside the hotel that I remembered the tie.

  I told the group to go on. 1 would get a taxi to the airport. And so I went in search of a nearby shop where I had 
seen ties.

  But I couldn't find it. I walked further down the street—one, two, three blocks—all in vain. Back at the hotel, a bit 
anxious now, I took my suitcase, got a taxi and asked the driver to rush to the street where I had seen them.

  The driver stopped at each shop we passed so I could look from the taxi window. The stores had all sorts of ties, 
but not the kind I was looking for.

  When I finally thought I had located the right shop, I decided to go in and check. The driver refused to wait. 
Parking was prohibited, he said. I promised to double the fare, jumped out and ran into the shop. Was I going to 
miss the plane just for a damned tie ? 

 A2. Order
  Put the following sentences in proper order :   (2)
  (i) On the very first day the writer had no time to buy a tie.
  (ii) The writer walked down on Sunday and saw shops with variety of ties.
  (iii) Gilson, the writer's friend wanted him to buy a tie.
  (iv) The writer left the place on Tuesday morning.

 A3. Matching : 

  Match the following words with their meanings :  (2)

'A' 'B'

(i) Strolling (a) done in a very urgent way

(ii) anxious (b) to walk without hurrying

(iii) prohibited (c) wanting something very much

(iv) frantic (d) to stop something
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 A4. Language study : Begin your sentence with ..........  (2)

  (i) I had located the right shop.

   (Rewrite the sentence beginning with 'The right shop ......)

  (ii)  All the shops were closed.

   (Begin with 'None of the ......)

 A5. Personal Response :   (2)
  Narrate any one funny/humorous incident that took place in your life.

  (B) Read the following passage and do the activities : 10 marks

 B1. Complete :

  Fill in the blanks to complete the following sentences : (2)

  (i) I was able to read ................ by the time I was ten.

  (ii) It was Mr. A.N. Patil my ................ teacher who made a huge impression on me.

  (iii) Every lesson that Mr. Patil took was spiced with half a dozen or more ................

            (iv) One of the greatest gifts any teacher can give a student, I think, is to inculcate a curiosity to learn.

  In a way, one of the greatest gifts any teacher can give a student, I think, is to inculcate a curiosity to learn.

  I've been incredibly lucky to have at least one such teacher at every stage in my life. The first was Mrs. Rowlands 
who taught me in primary school. She taught me to read without ever pushing me. she made me want to read 
more by giving me some of the most interesting children's books available. And although I still love to go back to 
those books from time to time, it was only because of her that I was able to read Shakespeare by the time I was 
ten, and Chaucer a year later.

  In later years, it was Mr. A.N. Patil, my Marathi and Hindi teacher who made a huge impression on me. Every 
lesson he took, was spiced with half a dozen or more anecdotes from a wide variety of subjects : among them 
history, politics, religion and sociology. I was, and still am in awe of his knowledge, which despite rather desperate 
attempts, I doubt I'll ever be able to match.

  There have also been other teachers who helped me to try to become independent : to think and act for myself 
using my own judgement, which to my mind has been just as, if not more important, than actually learning 
anything. After all, it's much too easy to become a completely useless repository of facts and little else.

 B2. Web :

  Complete the following web :  (1)

Teacher's gift
to the narrator

 B3. Match :
  Match the words given in Column A with their meanings given in Column B : (2)

'A' 'B'

(i) inculcate (a) very sad and upset because of loss of hope

(ii) incredible (b) a person with lot of information

(iii) desperate (c) extremely good, great

(iv) repository (d) to teach and impress by frequent repetition
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 B.4 Frame questions :
  Frame Wh-questions for the following statements with the help of the 'Wh' word given in the brackets : (2)
  (i) She taught me to read. (What)
  (ii) I read Chaucer a year later. (When)

 B5. Personal Response
  'Teachers are responsible to mould the character of students.'
  Elaborate, giving your opinion.  (2)

 Q.2 (A) Read the following passage and do the activities : 10 marks

  A1. Guess

  Write down four pieces of advice given by the writer : (2)

Four pieces
of advice

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

  Exercise makes you focus on your body, providing relief from difficult feelings and thoughts. If you work out 
hard enough, it releases chemicals called endorphins, which may act in the brain to help lift your mood.

  If you haven't taken exercise, start simply with a brisk half-hour walk at least three times a week. Once in the 
habit of exercising, consider something more strenuous, such as aerobic dance. Activities that you share with 
other people, such as tennis or team games, may be preferable to solitary forms of exercies, such as swimming, 
which leaves your mind free to dwell on negative thoughts. Vary the type of exercise you do, and don't choose 
something you don't enjoy at all. Be careful not to overdo exercise, or you will merely fell exhaustion instead of 
increased energy and improved well being.

  BEFORE YOU JOIN A GYM

  Potentially, the world is your work-out facility. But if you want access to high-quality resistance machines, 
aerobic-classes, and trained staff, a gym may be worth the money—especially if it helps you stick with an exercise 
programme.

 A2. Effects :

  Look at the activities given in Column A. Write their effects in Column B : (2)

'A' 'B'

(i) Regular exercise —

(ii) Hard work out —

(iii) Swimming —

(iv) Over-straining exercise —

 A3. Complete the following table and frame a sentence of your own by choosing any word from the table : (2)

Verb Noun Adjective

Pay Payment

Consider Considerable

 A4. Language Study :  (2)

  Select the proper tag and rewrite the sentence :

  (i) It helps you to stick with an exercise.

   (1. do it ? 2. does it ? 3. doesn't it ?)
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  (ii) Be careful not to overdo exercise.

   (1. won't you ? 2. will you ? 3. be you ?)

 A5. My opinion :  (2)
  It is necessary to take exercise regularly.
  Write your opinion in support of the above statement.

  (B) Read the following passage and do the activities :  (10 marks)

 B1. MCQ

  Choose the following sentences by choosing from the multiple choices given :  (2)

  (i) The luxury cars have largely gone ............ from its roads.

   (1) mission (2) disappointing

   (3) hiding  (4) dislocating

  (ii) A few luxury car owners have ............ their other not so premium cars.

   (1) switched off  (2) switched to

   (3) switched away  (4) switched

  (iii) The car owners get the standard ............ of a company.

   (1) guarantee (2) certainty

   (3) warranty  (4) insurance

  (iv) Many owners ............ their decision to buy the premium car due to the pitiable condition of roads.

   (1) regretted  (2) favoured

   (3) accepted  (4) expected

Potholes Keep Luxury Cars Indoors

(Newspaper Reporter)

  Three years after the city vroomed to global fame when it picked up 150 luxury cars in a record bulk deal, the cars 
have largely gone missing from roads, parked as they are in the safety of their owners' garages. Fearing damage 
and dents to their dream drives, the owners said they cannot risk them on the city potholed roads.

  Many owners said they regretted their decision to buy these premium buys as the  pitiable condition of roads has 
ensured they cannot their cars out for their commute to work or simply a spin around town. A few owners have 
switched to their other not-so-so premium cars in their fleet for their daily commute, while couple of them have 
already sold their highend luxury cruisers. Some owners are negotiating an extended warranty period with the 
auto giant. 

  As per the star agreement, the cars get a  free service once a year or 15,000 kms, for three years. They also get the 
standard warranty of a company that covers most of the car's maintenance, but parts like tyres are not covered, 
like is the case with most auto brands.

  A car owner said that the carefully picks the road he would drive his car on, even if it means taking a longer route 
to reach the destination.

 B2. Give reasons :   (2)

  Give reasons for the following :

  (i) The luxury car owners have parked their vehicles in a garage because ……………

  (ii) The luxury car owners regret for their decision of buying luxury cars because ……………

  (iii) Many luxury car owners have sold out their cars because ……………

  (iv) The car owners take longer routes because …………..

 B3. Word register :

  Prepare a word register relating automobile industry : (2)
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 B4. Language study :

  Change the following into direct speech :   (2)

  Many owners said they regretted their decision to buy the premium buys.

 B5. Personal Response
  Comment on the bad condition of roads in your locality. (2)

 SECTION - II (POETRY) 
 Q. 3  (A) Read the following extract and complete the activities : 5 marks

 A1. Complete the following web :  (2)

Guide

Friends

Role of
Grandparents

  "Oh the value of the elderly ! How could anyone not know ?

  They hold so many keys, so many things they can show.

  We all will read the other side this I firmly believe

  And the elderly are closest oh what clues we could retrieve.

  For their characters are closest to how we'll be on high.

  They are the ones most developed, you can see it if you try.

  They've let go of the frivolous and kept things that are dear.

  The memories of so sweet, of loved ones that were near.

  As a nation we are missing our greatest true resource,

  To get to know our elders and let them guide our course." 

 A2. Message :

  In what way can the elders guide us  ?   (2)

A3.  Match the pairs of rhyming words as they appear in the poem : (1)

'A' 'B'

(i) Believe (a) try

(ii) high (b) resource

(c) retrieve

  (B) Read the following lines and complete the activities :  ( 5 marks)

 B1. True or False :

  Read the following statements and state whether they are true or false :  (2)

  (1) Deforestation is common in our world.

  (2) Environmental pollution is not the salient feature of the world today.

  (3) Wildlife is endangered.

  (4) Number of rivers are pollution free.
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  There lie abundant rivers with pollution

  There fly multiple clouds with contamination

  And when good food goes to waste

  The valleys of the earth bury their paste

  Our world is an institution

  Of environmental pollution

  We choose not to care

  For our future generations.

  And I for one am guilty

  For buying the hundreds of electronic gadgets

  That attracts the industries to produce like maggots

  Environmental pollution is at the heart of our planet.

  The forests are dying

  Wildlife is crying

  Millions of fish are dying

  Mother earth is sighing.  

 B2. Message :  (2)

  Glance through the extract and complete the following table :

Dos
To save our earth

Don'ts
To save our earth

(1)
(2) 

(1)
(2)

 B3. Matching :

  Match the lines given in Column A with the figures of speech given in Column B : (1)

'A' 'B'

(1) For buying the hundreds of 
electronic gadgets

(a) Repetition

(2) The forests are dying (b) Metaphor

(c) Hyperbole

(d) Personification

 SECTION - III (RAPID READING) 
 Q. 4 Read the following extract and complete the activities given below :  (5 marks)

 A1. Complete :

  Choose the correct alternative and complete the following :  (1)

  (1) Gerrard expects to remain in the cottage for ...................

   (a) the rest of the evening (b) about another ten minutes

   (c) fifteen minutes
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